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Assembly, Cleaning and Maintenance
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Items required for installation: Items required for cleaning and conditioning:

Nylon Hammer GliceCareGliceClean Water Bucket Sponge Mop Sprayer/Mister
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Remove panels from box and make 
sure they are oriented the same way 
to simplify assembly.1

Place protective underlay material if placing 
panels on an irregular or abrasive surface.  
Do not install on unstable or irregular 
surfaces like grass or thick carpet.

2

Establish perimeter of skating area with 
tape or line. Lay down panels in one 
row first. Align mated sections together 
and use a rubber mallet to knock 
sections together, starting at the center 
of the panel connection and moving 
out to the edges. Panels will positively 
lock together.

3

Add another row of panels and check 
alignment and position as you go.4
Repeat steps 3 and 4 until rink area is complete. If you have SnapBoards to add to 
perimeter of rink, see SnapBoard Assembly Instructions.5

ASSEMBLY
https://shop.glice.com/assembly

For a video of procedures go to this site
or snap a picture of QR code.

DISASSEMBLY

To disconnect panels, lift an outside corner of the 
panel you want to remove and gently tap the outer 
edges of the adjacent panels to free the first panel 
being lifted. Repeat the procedure row by row.

Hit here

Hit here

Lift Gently



CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE

https://shop.glice.com/maintenance
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GliceClean
and water mix

GliceCare
with Sprayer or Mister

15”
minutes
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Sweep or vacuum dust, debris or 
shavings off the panel surface. 
Dispose of shavings in a recycling bin 
if possible. If the rink is clean & white, 
go to Step 6 and apply GliceCare .

Dilute GliceClean with fresh water in a 
1:20 ratio (1 part of GliceClean to 20 parts 
water). Gently stir to thoroughly mix. It’s a 
good idea to use eye protection and 
gloves when working with GliceClean.

Apply the GliceClean/water solution with a 
sponge mop and scrub to lift any dirt from 
surface. Leave a thin layer of solution on the 
Glice panels.

Let sit 15 minutes to allow solution to condition surface.

Soak up remaining solution with 
sponge mop and fresh water, 
draining the sponge into a bucket. 
Dispose of the spent solution in a 
sink or toilet. Allow the rink to dry.

Optional Cleaning Method:
If your rink is outdoors you can pressure 
wash the panels prior to a GliceClean 
treatment. Allow the surface to dry 
before proceeding to Step 3.

In between cleanings you can spray 
or mist a thin layer of GliceCare 
solution on your panels. Allow the 
solution to settle and penetrate for 5 
minutes and you are ready to skate!

1 Part
GliceClean

Water - 20 Parts

GliceClean
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